Immunocytokines: a review of molecules in clinical development for cancer therapy

Abstract: The concept of therapeutically enhancing the immune system’s responsiveness to tumors is long standing. Several cytokines have been investigated in clinical trials for their therapeutic activity in cancer patients. However, substantial side effects and unfavorable pharmacokinetic properties have been a major drawback hampering the administration of therapeutically relevant doses. The use of recombinant antibody–cytokine fusion proteins promises to significantly enhance the therapeutic index of cytokines by targeting them to the site of disease. This review aims to provide a concise and complete overview of the preclinical data and clinical results currently available for all immunocytokines having reached clinical development.
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Introduction
The possibility of boosting the immune system’s activity against tumors has been the focus of pharmaceutical research for many years. Cytokines are proteins which modulate immune responses and, for this reason, have been considered for therapeutic applications. Ever since the approval in 1995 of the first recombinant cytokine (interferon α2) for the treatment of malignant melanoma, interest in cytokines for cancer therapy has increased.1 To date, a number of immunostimulatory cytokines, which have shown beneficial effects in preclinical animal models of cancer and in clinical studies, have received marketing authorization (eg, interleukin [IL]-2 [Proleukin™, Aldesleukin™; Novartis, Basel, Switzerland], tumor necrosis factor [TNF]-α [Bereomun™; Boehringier Ingelheim, Ingelheim am Rhein, Germany], interferon [IFN]-α2 [Roferon-A™; Hoffmann-La Roche, Basel, Switzerland, Intron-A™; Merck & Co., Whitehouse Station, NJ, USA], and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor [GMCSF] [Leukine™; Genzyme, Cambridge, MA, USA, Leucomax™; Novartis, Basel, Switzerland]). In addition, immunosuppressive and immunomodulatory cytokines (eg, IL-4 and IL-10) have been considered for treatment of rheumatoïd arthritis, psoriasis, and inflammatory bowel disorders.

At present, only a handful of cytokines is in active clinical development. Tumor eradication has been achieved in models of cancer by intratumoral or peritumoral application of cytokines or by implantation of tumor cells expressing cytokines.2–6 Yet, these techniques are not readily applicable in the clinical setting, particularly in consideration of the fact that cancer is often a disseminated disease. Systemic administration of cytokines, on the other hand, rarely results in complete cures, and dose escalation is hindered by dose-limiting toxicities (DLTs), which in turn prevent...
the administration of potentially curative regimens. These observations indicate that cytokines are potent modulators of the immune system that can eradicate tumors if high enough concentration is achieved at the site of disease.

With the introduction of monoclonal antibody engineering technology and the identification of tumor-specific and accessible antigens, the targeted delivery of cytokines has become possible. Indeed, the use of antibody–cytokine fusion proteins (immunocytokines) has the potential to improve the therapeutic index of cytokines by concentrating the payload at the site of localized or disseminated disease, thus reducing side effects. A prominent example is represented by the antibody-mediated targeted delivery of IL-12, which has been shown to be at least 20 times more potent than untargeted IL-12 (ie, has achieved a better therapeutic activity at less than 1/20th of the dose of the unmodified cytokine) in a mouse model of cancer.7

While good reviews exist on the topic of immunocytokines, this work focuses on immunocytokines that have reached clinical development (Table 1), aiming to provide an overview of the preclinical data that has led to clinical trials and of emerging clinical results.8–11

Formats and biodistribution

The format of the antibody moiety responsible for the selective targeting of the cytokine payload to the site of disease is of great importance, as pharmacokinetic properties of the fusion protein directly impact on performance.11 It would be beyond the scope of this review to discuss all existing formats in detail, but some key considerations need to be presented, to provide a basis for the analysis of clinical-stage products.

Generally, antibody–cytokine fusion proteins can be divided in two categories: (1) large fusion proteins with cytokines fused to the heavy chain of full-scale antibodies (immunoglobulin [Ig]G, >150 kDa) (Figure 1A), and (2) small fusion proteins based on antibody fragments (single-chain variable fragment [scFv], diabodies, >28 kDa) (Figure 1B). Different philosophies may lead to the choice of one of these two strategies. IgG-based immunocytokines are preferred if one wishes to achieve long circulatory half-lives in blood. By contrast, smaller immunocytokines may be preferred, if one wishes to keep the blood concentrations of cytokines as low as possible, in order to prevent side-effects. Interestingly, the use of antibody moieties as delivery vehicles is not per se a guarantee that the product will efficiently reach the site of disease in vivo. Immunocytokines may face several potential problems that could prevent in-vivo targeting. Most target antigens are located in perivascular structures, and immunocytokines need to extravasate in order to selectively localize at sites of disease.11 Extreme pI (isoelectric point) values, glycosylation, large size, and trapping by a molar excess of accessible cytokine receptors are some of the molecular mechanisms which may limit the selective localization of immunocytokines and, consequently, their therapeutic action.12–17 IgGs typically have longer circulatory half-life in the range of days, which is mainly due to the interaction of the Fc (fragment, crystallizable) domain with neonatal Fc receptors.18,19 Paradoxically, Fc receptor binding can also have a negative impact by greatly increasing blood clearance time of immunocytokines.20 This problem can be solved, however, by introducing mutations in the Fc domain.21 The tissue penetration of IgGs has been shown to be slow and heterogenous in solid tumors which are characterized by high interstitial pressure but, because of long circulatory half-life, intact immunoglobulins display a higher tumor uptake compared with antibody fragments.22 Small formats, such as monomeric scFvs (28 kDa) may have better tumor penetration compared with IgG, but lack the avidity effects of bivalent antibodies and typically display short retention times at the tumor site.23–25 Bivalent recombinant antibodies of intermediate size, such as dimeric scFv fragments (also called diabodies), scFv–Fc fusions, and minibodies (small immunoprotein [SIP]), may display long residence time at the site of disease and rapid blood clearance.26–28 At present, immunocytokines which have progressed to clinical trials are based on antibodies in IgG format or on scFv fragments.

Mode of action of immunocytokines

Different cytokines may activate (or inhibit) different subsets of leukocytes, thus mediating various immune processes. Most pro-inflammatory cytokine payloads (eg, IL-2, TNF, IL-12) mediate the influx of leukocytes at the site of disease. However, cytokines may differ for their activity on regulatory T-cells (IL-2 being a prominent pro-inflammatory cytokine which activates them) and on other cell types. For example, TNF has been reported not only to activate the immune system, but also to be capable of direct tumor cell killing and to promote intravascular blood coagulation of small tumor capillaries. Conversely, immunosuppressive cytokines (eg, IL-10) may exert different effects on the immune system, justifying their possible use as anti-inflammatory agents.

The mechanism of action of immunocytokines is easier to study in mice than in humans, because of the possibility to examine biopsies and to perform therapy experiments...
### Table 1 Overview of the immunocytokines in clinical development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Immunocytokine</th>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Illustration</th>
<th>Antigen</th>
<th>Indication</th>
<th>Stage</th>
<th>Preclinical efficacy</th>
<th>Recommended dose in the clinic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F16-IL2</td>
<td>Philogen</td>
<td>Diabody</td>
<td><img src="image1" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>A1 domain of Tenascin C</td>
<td>Breast cancer, lung cancer</td>
<td>Phase Ib/II</td>
<td>AE w/ doxorubicin, AE w/ paclitaxel, CC xeno w/ temozolomide</td>
<td>25 Mio IU (1.6 mg) iv 1× per week with 25 mg/m² doxorubicin or 90 mg/m² paclitaxel up to 6 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dose still escalating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu14.18-IL2</td>
<td>Merck KGaA</td>
<td>IgG</td>
<td><img src="image2" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>GD2</td>
<td>Melanoma, neuroblastoma</td>
<td>Phase II</td>
<td>CH14.18-IL2: AE+ (metastatic foci) xeno, AE+ (metastatic foci) syng, VE</td>
<td>7.5 mg/m² iv (melanoma) 12.5 mg/m² iv (neuroblastoma)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EMD273063)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Hu14.18-IL2: AE syng</td>
<td>3× per week for three cycles (3 weeks)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L19-IL2</td>
<td>Philogen</td>
<td>Diabody</td>
<td><img src="image3" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>EDB Fibronectin</td>
<td>Melanoma, pancreas, RCC</td>
<td>Phase Iib</td>
<td>CC xeno w/ rituximab, CC syng w/ anti-CTLA4 or L19-TNF, VE AE xeno (orthopancreatic cancer model) AE syng</td>
<td>22.5 Mio IU (1.38 mg) iv 3× per week with or without 1 g/m² dacarbazine Ongoing studies on additional escalation (weekly schedule)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Darleukin)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS-IL2LT</td>
<td>Merck KGaA</td>
<td>IgG</td>
<td><img src="image4" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Solid tumors, NH lymphoma, NSCL carcinoma</td>
<td>Phase VII</td>
<td>AE+ syng</td>
<td>0.6 mg/kg iv 3× every 3 weeks with 300 mg/m² cyclophosphamide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EMD 521873,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selectikine)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BCI-IL12</td>
<td>Antisoma/Novartis</td>
<td>IgG</td>
<td><img src="image5" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>Domain VII of Fibronectin</td>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>Phase VII</td>
<td>AE+ xeno (metastatic foci)</td>
<td>15 μg/kg iv 1× per week for 6 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(AS1409)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NHS-IL2</td>
<td>Merck KGaA</td>
<td>IgG</td>
<td><img src="image6" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>DNA/histone</td>
<td>Various solid tumors</td>
<td>Phase I</td>
<td>AE xeno</td>
<td>N/D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(hTNT3-IL2,</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSB0010360)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L19-TNF</td>
<td>Philogen</td>
<td>scFv</td>
<td><img src="image7" alt="Image" /></td>
<td>EDB Fibronectin</td>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>Phase VII</td>
<td>AE+ syng w/ melphalan or L19-IL2, VE</td>
<td>650 μg per injection in ILP with 10 mg/L limb volume melphalan (up to 1 mg well tolerated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Fibromun)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>13 μg/kg iv 1× per week MTD not yet established</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** Philogen, Siena, Italy. Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany. Antisoma/Novartis, Basel, Switzerland.

**Abbreviations:** NH, non-Hodgkin; NSCL, non-small cell lung; RCC, renal cell carcinoma; CC, complete cure; xeno, xenograft model; syng, syngeneic tumor model; w/, combination therapy with; AE, antitumor effect; AE+, strong antitumor effect; VE, vaccination effect; iv, intravenous administration; ILP, isolated limb perfusion; N/D, no data available yet; MTD, maximal tolerated dose; EDB, extra domain B.
with selective lymphocyte depletion. The contribution of different subsets of immune cells (eg, natural killer [NK] cells and T-cells) is often model-dependent and, at least in mice, there seems to be a strong contribution from the mouse strain used.

When considering IgG-based immunocytokines, one would expect these molecules to be multifunctional, potentially leading to the crosslinking of cytokine receptor-positive cells with those components of the immune system, capable of interacting with the Fc portion of IgG. Intact antibodies can trigger antibody-dependent cellular toxicity (ADCC) or complement dependent cytotoxicity against the tumor cell it binds to.\textsuperscript{29,30} The relative importance of these two mechanisms of action remains controversial.\textsuperscript{31} Finally, it is useful to draw the analogy between immunocytokines and bispecific antibodies, since both classes of therapeutic proteins are bifunctional agents, which effectively mediate cell crosslinking. An IL-2-based immunocytokine may tether IL-2 receptor-expressing cells to the tumor cell and induce Fas/FasL (Fas/Fas-ligand)-mediated cell death in the target, a mechanism akin to the one reported for cytotoxic bispecific antibodies.\textsuperscript{32–35}

**Figure 1** Schematic representation of the protein structure of immunocytokines currently in active clinical trials. (A) Immunocytokines based on antibodies in IgG format. (B) Immunocytokines based on antibody fragments (monomeric scFv and dimeric diabody formats).

Abbreviations: IgG, immunoglobulin G; scFv, single-chain variable fragment; VL, variable domain of the immunoglobulin light chain; VH, variable domain of the immunoglobulin heavy chain; CL, constant domain of the immunoglobulin light chain; CH1, CH2, CH3, constant domains of the immunoglobulin heavy chain; TNF, tumor necrosis factor.
Current molecular targets of immunocytokines used in the clinic

Immunocytokines have been developed against various tumor-associated antigens such as carbonic anhydrase 9 (CAIX), epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), epithelial cell-adhesion molecule (EpCAM), fibroblast activation protein (FAP), fibronectin splice variants (EDA, EDB), and tenascin splice variants. Yet only immunocytokines specific for a few of these molecular targets have advanced to clinical trials. It is to be noted that the targets that have been explored for targeted therapy by immunocytokines encompass cell-surface proteins as well as components of the tumor microenvironment such as extracellular matrix proteins. In addition, two immunocytokines in clinical trials are based on an antibody which targets nuclear structures that become exposed upon cell lysis in necrotic tumors. Below, we briefly

Figure 2 Schematic representation of the structures of tumor antigens targeted by immunocytokines in clinical trials: (A) fibronectin, (B) tenascin-C, and (C) disialoganglioside GD2.

Note: Arrows indicate the epitopes recognized by different antibodies.

Abbreviations: EGF, epidermal growth factor; IIIIC, type III connecting segment.
introduce the tumor antigen targets that immunocytokines in the clinic currently target.

Cell surface (disialoganglioside GD2)

Neuroblastomas, melanomas, non-B-cell lymphomas, soft tissue sarcomas, small-cell lung cancer, and some osteosarcomas display the disialoganglioside GD2 on their cell surface (Figure 2A). In normal tissues, GD2 expression is limited to neurons, melanocytes, and peripheral pain fibers, making it an attractive tumor-associated antigen.56–41

Tumor environment

In addition to dramatic changes to the tumor cell’s genome and proteome as a result of transformation, tumors present another dimension of complexity by creating a “tumor microenvironment.”42 One of the hallmarks of this microenvironment is tissue remodeling and neo-angiogenesis. As a byproduct of these processes, disease environments can present a number of specific and accessible antigens that can be targeted therapeutically.

Fibronectin extradomain B (EDB)

Fibronectin is a large glycoprotein ubiquitous in the extracellular matrix of mammalian tissues and plasma. Under tissue remodeling conditions, mechanisms of alternative splicing can lead to the insertion of EDB, an extra 91-amino-acid type III homology domain, into fibronectin (Figure 2B).43,44 In healthy individuals, EDB is undetectable, but in many aggressive solid tumors EDB is highly expressed around tumor vasculature.45–48 Furthermore EDB is identical in mouse, rat, rabbit, dog, monkey, and man.43 The high-affinity antibody L19 recognizes EDB and has been shown to efficiently localize to tumor blood vessels in animal models and cancer patients.26,49–53

Tenascin C A1 domain

Tenascins are glycoproteins found in the extracellular matrix of vertebrates. Like fibronectin, isoforms of tenascin can arise through alternative splicing at the site of neo-angiogenesis in tumors. In particular, the C domain of tenascin is undetectable in normal adult tissue but strongly expressed in a perivascular pattern in brain and lung tumors (Figure 2C).44,54,55 The F16 antibody recognizes the extra-domain A1 of tenascin and has shown selective accumulation at the site of tumors and inflammatory disorders in animals and humans.9,56

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) and necrotic tumors

Targeting the necrotic core of tumors, also known as “tumor necrotic therapy” was pioneered by the group of Alan Epstein and relies on the antibody-based recognition of molecular components (eg, histones and DNA) released at sites of cell death, such as necrotic areas in tumors.57–60 Anti-histone antibodies have been used for tumor-targeting applications.51 The human NHS76 antibody was selected from phage display libraries with the use of cell extracts from Burkitt’s lymphoma Raji cells and recognizes nucleic acids exposed by necrotic tumor cells as well as metastases.62,63

IL-2-based immunocytokines

IL-2 immunology

IL-2 is a cytokine naturally produced by T-cells that stimulates the proliferation of T- and B-lymphocytes, monocytes, and NK cells in response to antigenic or mitogenic stimulation. Human recombinant IL-2 (Aldesleukin™/Proleukin™) produced in bacteria has been approved for the treatment of renal cell carcinoma and melanoma in adults.64,65 In the clinic, the agent was shown to promote complete and durable responses in a small portion (8%–10%) of patients, yet at the expense of substantial toxicities which limited the treatment to physically fit patients and to intensive care units. The most important toxicities were capillary leak syndrome, hypotension, fever, malaise, and nausea.66–68

The contribution of NK or T-cells to the antitumor response varies depending on the tumor model used.69,70 Despite the observed side effects, IL-2 remains the only cytokine shown to mediate cures in metastatic cancer and consequently immunocytokines based on IL-2 figure amongst the most advanced immunocytokines in the clinic.66,71

L19-IL2 (Darleukin)

The L19 antibody was isolated from phage display libraries as a binder of the extra-domain B of fibronectin.72 It has been extensively used with good tumor accumulation as a vehicle for many payloads including radionuclides, photosensitizers, coagulation factors, and cytokines.10,44,52,73–76 The L19-IL2 immunocytokine currently in Phase II clinical trials is a diabody with human IL-2 genetically fused to the C-terminus of each scFv domain, yielding a total of two IL-2 moieties per molecule.

Preclinical observations and results

L19-IL2 has both excellent tumor targeting properties in vivo, with a tumor to blood ratio of 30:1 at 24-hours postinjection, and a greatly improved therapeutic index over IL-2 cytokine alone or IL-2 fused to an antibody moiety of irrelevant specificity in a syngeneic murine teratocarcinoma model.77–78 L19-IL2 showed a markedly stronger antitumor
effect compared with untargeted IL-2 in an orthopic xenograft model for human pancreatic cancer. Furthermore, L19-IL2 was able to completely eradicate B-cell lymphoma xenografts in combination with rituximab and localized tumors in syngeneic teratocarcinoma and colon carcinoma models when combined with the blockade of anti-inflammatory receptor CTLA-4 (Cytotoxic T-Lymphocyte antigen 4) or with another immunocytokine L19-TNF. The effector cells responsible for the antitumor activity were identified to be NK cells in depletion experiments. It was further observed that the L19-IL2 combination therapies provided a vaccination effect: cured mice re-challenged with implantation of the same B-cell lymphoma and colon carcinoma cell lines did not develop tumors.

Clinical results
L19-IL2 has been studied in patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma and is currently being investigated for the treatment of melanoma and of pancreatic cancer. Patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma are usually treated with doses of recombinant IL-2 of approximately 88–864 Mio IU/week for a total of 6 weeks (an equivalent of 0.66 mg/kg/week). For the immunocytokine L19-IL2, dosage can however be reduced, as reported in the first clinical trial in humans, where the recommended dose was established at 67.5 Mio IU/week (an equivalent of 0.05 mg/kg/week) for 4–6 weeks. In this Phase I clinical trial, 83% of patients with metastatic renal cell carcinoma showed disease stabilization after two cycles of intravenous injection with L19-IL2 alone at the recommended dose and a median progression-free survival time of 8 months. This is in line with the improved therapeutic index of L19-IL2 compared with IL-2 alone reported in preclinical therapy experiments in xenografts models. A later clinical study assessed the therapeutic potential of L19-IL2 in combination with dacarbazine, by combining two L19-IL2 doses with 1 g/m² dacarbazine. In this trial, 28% of patients (8 of 29) with metastatic melanoma achieved an objective response, and one patient achieved a complete ongoing response for 21 months. Median progression-free survival was 14 months. The completed Phase IIa trial continues into Phase Ib (90 patients – ongoing) to assess the antitumor activity in patients of the combination therapy versus dacarbazine alone. L19-IL2 is being studied in combination with gemcitabine for the treatment of patients with pancreas cancer.

L19-IL2 was administered by infusion over 1 hour and was shown to have an in-vivo half-life of about 2–3 hours. It is not immunogenic, but injections led to transient lymphocytopenia, followed by substantial increase in the number of circulating T-lymphocytes and NK cells after 10 days. In addition, an overall expansion of the T-reg population was observed between the first day and the end of the treatment cycle.

L19-IL2 is well tolerated, with mild and reversible toxicities at the recommended dose of 22.5 Mio IU/patient/day (equivalent to 1.4 mg/patient/day) in monotherapy or with dacarbazine. The absence of G3 toxicities suggests that the dosage regimen could potentially be further increased.

F16-IL2 (Teleukin)
F16-IL2 consists of the F16 monoclonal human antibody in diabody format specific for the alternatively spliced A1 domain of tenascin C, genetically fused to two molecules of human IL-2 at the C terminus of each light chain. It is being developed for the treatment of breast cancer and lung cancer and is currently in clinical Phase Ib/II.

Preclinical observations and results
F16-IL2 is an immunocytokine that was shown to significantly improve the antitumor potency of chemotherapeutic agents used in the clinic. Twenty micrograms of F16-IL2 in combination with a high dose of DNA intercalating agent doxorubicin (4 mg/kg) per injection resulted in a significantly improved survival time in mice bearing human breast cancer xenografts and showed a synergistic antitumor effect in combination with the mitotic inhibitor paclitaxel at low (1 mg/kg) and high (5 mg/kg) dose with no observed toxicities. Additionally, BALB/c mice bearing glioblastoma xenografts were cured of their tumors and remained tumor free for 160 days after treatment with five total administrations every third day of 20 μg F16-IL2 in combination with 0.525 mg alkylating agent temozolomide per injection. In biodistribution studies, radiolabelled F16-IL2 showed specific tumor accumulation of 4% ID/g at 24 hours and promoted the infiltration of leukocytes, NK cells, and macrophages into the tumor lesions.

Clinical results
F16-IL2 is currently being evaluated in Phase II clinical trials in patients with various malignancies, but with a focus on lung cancer, breast cancer, and melanoma. Because of the product’s synergy with chemotherapeutic drugs, clinical studies have assessed the safety, tolerability, and recommended dose of the immunocytokine in combination with paclitaxel or doxorubicin in humans. The maximal administered doses of doxorubicin (25 mg/m²) and paclitaxel (90 mg/m²) combined with a recommended dose of 1.6 mg (25 Mio IU) F16-IL2 per injection (equivalent to approximately 0.02 mg/kg) over
6 months were well tolerated. Objective responses and long-lasting disease stabilization was observed in the paclitaxel combination trial in patients with non-small cell lung carcinoma and melanoma.90 In chemotherapeutically pretreated patients with progressive non-small cell lung carcinoma and melanoma, objective responses and long-lasting disease stabilizations were observed, including two partial responses in combination with paclitaxel.91 More recently, it has been observed that the administration of higher doses of F16-IL2 is possible, and the product is continuing Phase Ib investigations, in combination with weekly paclitaxel.

Surprisingly, pharmacokinetic analyses in patient blood showed that the half-life was in the range of less than 1 hour,90 while the half-life was shown to be of approximately 3 hours in preclinical studies, and was not influenced by the co-injection of doxorubicin.88

No DLTs were observed in the trial, and toxicities were mainly of grade 1 (nausea, fever, fatigue), with a few reversible grade 4 toxicities.90

**Hu14.18-IL2 (EMD 273063)**

The ch14.18 antibody is reactive to ganglioside GD2 – a carbohydrate found on the surface of melanomas and neuroblastomas – and contains 75% human and 25% murine sequences.38,92 Its humanized homologue, hu14.18, contains fully human amino acid sequences in the Fab region, with only the CDR regions being of murine origin. Both the ch14.18-IL2 and hu14.18-IL2 immunocytokine consist of an IgG antibody genetically fused to two molecules of human IL-2.

**Preclinical observations and results**

Fusion of IL-2 to ch14.18 did not impact the antibody’s ability to bind GD2-positive neuroblastoma cells, and ch14.18-IL2 was able to enhance ADCC-mediated killing of the tumor cells by activated lymphocytes in vitro.93 Ch14.18-IL2 was also able to stimulate proliferation of peripheral blood mononuclear cells isolated from melanoma patients in vitro.94 In vivo, radiolabelled ch14.18-IL2 accumulated at the tumor site and in organs bearing experimental metastases in both a metastatic tumor xenografts model and a syngeneic model for metastatic melanoma.70,95 Data obtained from mouse serum ELISA (enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) indicate that, surprisingly, the ch14.18-IL2 fusion protein was cleared twice as rapidly from circulation as the parental ch14.18 antibody alone, with an observed half-life of 4.1 hours for the immunocytokine. Additionally, ch14.18-IL2 was unstable in mouse serum in vitro and appeared to become altered or fragmented after intravenous injection in mice.96

Nevertheless, therapy with ch14.18-IL2 was able to markedly reduce the number of metastatic foci found in the liver of mice in a hepatic metastasis model for human neuroblastoma, where the mice were supplied with pre-activated leukocytes.70,93,95 In syngeneic settings, treatment of neuroblastoma and melanoma subcutaneous model tumors with ch14.18-IL2 mediated liver metastases eradication and induced a tumor-specific vaccination effect against re-challenge with tumor cells.69,70,97,98 The antitumor effect was originally thought to be driven by CD8+ T-cell and NK cell populations as the therapeutic effect of ch14.18-IL2 was lost in severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID) mice. It was later shown that NK cells play a major role as the antitumor response, as the immunocytokine activity could be reduced when NK cells were depleted and enhanced with NK stimulatory agents in vivo, while the tumor infiltrating leukocytes were mainly NK cells.99

The humanized hu14.18-IL2 immunocytokine showed modest antitumor activity in animals with a dose-dependent retardation effect followed by recurrence after several weeks. Only the combination of intravenous injections of 22 µg/day/mouse (~70 mg/day in a human) with continuous administration of IL-2 by means of a subcutaneously implanted osmotic pump achieved tumor eradication.99

**Clinical results**

Hu14.18-IL2 has progressed to Phase II clinical trials for patients with metastatic melanoma and pediatric refractory neuroblastoma. Hu14.18-IL2 is administered as a 4-hour intravenous infusion over three consecutive days at the beginning of each treatment cycle, for a maximum of 3 weeks.39,100–102

In Phase I clinical trials, the maximal tolerated dose (MTD) was established at 7.5 mg/m²/day for melanoma patients and 12 mg/m²/day for pediatric neuroblastoma patients.100,102 No partial or complete responses were recorded; however, disease stabilization was achieved in 58% of melanoma patients after the first cycle. Yet only 24% of patients showed progression-free disease after the second cycle.102 In a different study, using lower dosage (4 mg/m²/day), two of nine patients with unresectable melanoma showed disease stabilization.103 In neuroblastoma patients, no objective response was observed.100 These observations are consistent with the preclinical observation that tumor burden plays an important role in the outcome of therapy: mice starting treatment before day 8 post tumor implantation showed considerably fewer detectable metastases compared with mice who...
started treatment after day 8. In Phase II, five of 23 pediatric patients with neuroblastoma had complete responses, four of 23 stable disease, and 14 of 23 progressive disease.

Mean half-life in melanoma and neuroblastoma patient serum was 3–4 hours, which is comparable to pharmacokinetic data obtained from mouse studies for the IL-2 component of the fusion protein, where the half-life was 4.1 hours. In contrast to the aforementioned pharmacokinetic studies in mice where the IL-2 component was cleared while the IgG component remained detectable long after injection into the mouse, the IgG 14.18 component was undetectable in patients after clearance of the serum. Furthermore, hu14.18-IL2 was immunogenic, as 52% of patients developed anti-idiotypic antibodies.

The toxicities associated with hu14.18-IL2 were mainly grade 2 transient fevers and rigors that resolved upon completion of the 4-hour infusions. Grade 3 hypoxia, hypotension, allergic reactions, and pain requiring morphine were dose-limiting toxicities.

NHS-IL2LT (Selectikine, EMD521873)

The NHS-IL2LT immunocytokine consists of the humanized NHS76 antibody in IgG format fused genetically at the C-terminus to a low toxicity mutant of human IL-2 (IL2LT). The NHS76 antibody binds specifically to nucleic acids and targets the necrotic core of tumors. Early attempts to reduce toxicity of IL-2 by using an N88R mutant selective for the high affinity IL-2 receptor, showed improved tolerability in low dosing but unfortunately returned to a normal IL-2 associated toxicity profile upon continuous dosing.

The low toxicity mutant IL2LT bears another mutation (D20T) which abrogates its ability to bind to intermediate-affinity but not high-affinity IL-2 receptors found on T-cells and NK cells. Similar results to the N88R mutant were originally observed, but adjustment of the dosing protocol to intermittent rather than continuous injections found IL2LT to be well tolerated in mouse models.

Preclinical observations and results

NHS-IL2LT acts predominantly on human and murine activated T-cells via the high-affinity IL-2 receptor, but binds only minimally (three orders of magnitude less) to the low-affinity IL-2 receptor on naïve lymphocytes.

NHS-IL2LT showed a striking antitumor effect in a syngeneic mouse metastatic tumor model by dramatically reducing the metastatic load in the lung and liver when administered intravenously (80 μg/injection) for 5 consecutive days, starting 4 days after intravenous injection of tumor cells. This suggests that DNA-targeting immunocytokines may not only be used for the treatment of localized tumors but also for residual disease. Preclinical toxicity profiling of NHS-IL2LT is however not very consistent. In mice, there was a trend for NHS-IL2LT to be less toxic than in the wild-type IL-2 counterpart, as shown by the administration of 20 times higher doses of immunocytokine with less weight loss and fewer animal deaths. This lower toxicity profile was, however, only maintained when therapy regimens were intermittent as described in cynomolgus monkeys treated in cycles of 21 days, with 3 consecutive days of 1-hour intravenous injections at doses of up to 10 mg/kg, which correlated with lymphocytosis.

Clinical results

NHS-IL2LT has been investigated as a single agent in a Phase I clinical study, which has established a recommended dose for subsequent Phase II trials and given preliminary evidence on the clinical efficacy of the immunocytokine.

Patients with localized or metastatic refractory solid tumors (including colorectal, ovarian, prostate, renal cell, and skin carcinoma) were injected with 1-hour intravenous infusion at escalating doses on 3 consecutive days every 3 weeks. A subgroup of these patients also received the immunocytokine in combination with the 300 mg/m² alkylating agent cyclophosphamide and the MTD was found to be 0.6 mg/kg. The rationale behind combining immunocytokine treatment with cyclophosphamide is the potentiation of the antitumor activity of the product by depletion of regulatory T-cells.

A strong activation of T-cells but only weak activation of NK cells was recorded, which is in line with the expected activity profile of IL2LT. No tumor responses were observed, but prolonged disease stabilization in some patients was achieved. The absence of an antitumor effect in this study is, however, not entirely conclusive due to the heterogeneity of cancer types and pre-treatments in the patient population.

The increase of peak serum concentrations was dose-dependent and linear. The mean serum half-life was approximately 10 hours in patients, which is notably longer than the half-life observed in other IL-2 based immunocytokines.

The MTD of NHS-IL2LT, with or without cyclophosphamide, was determined at 0.6 mg/kg in humans, with a grade-3 skin rash being the DLT. In addition, NHS-IL2LT had a favorable safety profile associated with typical IL-2-like toxicities such as transient lymphopenia. The immunocytokine induced only mild hypotension and no vascular leak syndrome, two side-effects commonly seen in other IL-2-based immunocytokines.
IL-12 based immunocytokines

IL-12 immunology

IL-12 is a 70 kD glycoprotein and heterodimer consisting of the p40 and p35 moieties covalently linked via a disulfide bridge. It is produced by dendritic cells, monocytes, macrophages, neutrophils, and B-cells in response to recognition of pathogens; for example, through toll-like receptors (TLRS). IL-12 mediates both adaptive and innate immunity by stimulating the production of IFN-γ in resting and activated peripheral blood lymphocytes, stimulating NK and T-cell effector functions and promoting MHCI (major histocompatibility complex I) processing and presentation. IL-12 has also established antitumor activity in animal models and in humans. There is a synergistic effect between IL-12 and other cytokines, in particular the combination of IL-12 and IL-2 has been shown in animal models and clinical studies to enhance multiple immunological parameters such as IFN-γ production. Early clinical trials with IL-12 have seen responses in metastatic renal cell carcinoma, Kaposi sarcoma (50%–71% response rate), T-cell lymphoma (56%), and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (21%). However, the systemic administration of IL-12 has also been associated with significant toxicities, which have prevented further clinical development. Doses of 1 μg/kg were associated with DLTs such as fever, chills, fatigue, anorexia, nausea, and elevated transaminase levels. The MTD for recombinant human IL-12 was established at 0.5 μg/kg/day in humans. By using the L19 antibody fused to IL-12, a therapeutic effect could be achieved at a 20-fold lower dose, as compared with free recombinant human IL-12 in mouse tumor models, resulting in the infiltration of macrophages, NK cells, and elevated IFN-γ in the tumors. Targeted IL-12 was also able to potentially inhibit tumor growth in three different immunocompetent syngeneic murine cancer models.

NHS-IL12 (hTNT3-IL12, MSB-0010360)

NHS-IL12 is a fusion protein consisting of the necrosis-specific antibody chTNT3 in IgG format genetically fused at the C-terminus to two human IL-12 cytokine molecules, whereby the p35 subunit of IL-12 is genetically fused to the 3’ end of chTNT3 heavy chain via a glycine/serine linker and the p40 subunit – encoded separately – forms a covalent heterodimer with p35.

Preclinical observations and results

NHS-IL12 is designed to reduce toxicity associated with systemic administration of IL-12 by selectively targeting delivery to necrotic areas of solid tumors. NHS-IL12 was originally expressed in murine myeloma cells and shown to have cytotoxic activity in vitro. When NHS-IL12 was incubated with human tumor cell lines in the presence of pre-activated human peripheral blood lymphocytes, at effector to target cell ratios of 100:1, it showed approximately twofold better lytic activity over the chTNT3 (NHS) antibody alone.

The circulatory half-life of NHS-IL12 in vivo was determined to be 24 hours by injecting mice with 125I radiolabeled fusion protein. The compound reached approximately 3% ID/g after 24 hours. A modest antitumor effect was also shown in a xenograft model with nude mice injected with pre-activated human peripheral blood lymphocytes and subcutaneously implanted with a human prostate cancer cell line.

It is reported that immunohistochemistry studies have demonstrated effective tumor targeting by a version of the immunocytokine containing murine rather than human IL-12 (NHS-muIL12). Furthermore, the antitumor activity of NHS-muIL12 was shown in a study with canines that had developed spontaneous solid tumors. In this study, two of eleven subjects achieved partial responses with a single dose treatment.

Clinical results

NHS-IL12 is currently in Phase I clinical trials for patients with solid tumors, to determine the maximum tolerated dose and optimal administration schedule. No clinical data in humans has yet been published.

BC1-IL12 (AS1409)

BC1-IL12 is a fusion protein consisting of the humanized murine BC1 antibody in IgG format, specific for the EDB-containing splice isoform of fibronectin, genetically fused at the C terminus of the Fc domain to the p35 subunit of IL-12, which in turn forms covalent dimers to the p40 subunit via a disulfide bridge. The BC1 antibody binds EDB-containing fibronectin, although its recognized epitope is different from that of L19. BC1 recognizes a cryptic epitope localized on the type III homology repeat 7 and which is masked in fibronectin molecules lacking the EDB sequence.

Preclinical observations and results

The murine BC-1 antibody has been successfully used to specifically target tumor vasculature in nude mice bearing human tumor xenografts and to image brain tumor mass in glioblastoma patients. Its humanized form (huBC-1) which is used to construct the immunocytokine BC-1-IL12, stains preferentially tumor blood vessels in human renal cell carcinoma samples.
BC1-IL12 was approximately tenfold less efficient in stimulating proliferation of human peripheral blood mononuclear cells and inducing production of IFN-γ from a human cell line in vitro as compared with free IL-12.

In xenogenic murine metastasis and subcutaneous tumor models using SCID mice, huBC1-muIL12 was efficacious in notably reducing metastatic burden. Treatment with 5–7 intravenous injections per day at doses of up to 16 μg almost completely eradicated established experimental lung metastases. In three skin tumor models, the antitumor effect was less pronounced, and mice treated with 7 daily intravenous injections at 20 μg showed tumor growth retardation by approximately 50% without curative effect.123

A variant of the immunocytokine-containing murine IL-12 (huBC1-muIL12) was used as a surrogate to assess in-vivo plasma half-life and antitumor activity in mice, as human IL-12 is not active in mice.124 The pharmacokinetic profile of BC1-IL12 was only assessed by ELISA methods and the human (huBC1-huIL12) and murine (huBC1-muIL12) variants performed comparably. A steep alpha phase with a half-life of 0.15 hours on average was followed by a relatively long beta phase where the circulating half-life was determined to be 19 hours.

In addition, the authors report a “surprisingly low toxicity” profile for huBC1-muIL12, referencing the survival of mice despite an intense dosage regimen with up to seven injections per day. However, no quantitative data have been published.

Clinical results
BC1-IL12 is currently in Phase I/II clinical trials for renal cell carcinoma and malignant melanoma. In cynomolgus monkeys, an MTD of 2.5 mg/kg was determined over 8 weeks. Additionally, by comparison with the MTD of huIL12 in nonhuman primates and human patients, a tolerable and active dose of 150 μg/kg was estimated and a 10-fold lower starting dose was used for dose escalation. Renal cell carcinoma and malignant melanoma patients not amenable to surgical or systemic treatment were injected intravenously over 30 minutes at weekly intervals for six cycles at doses of 15 μg/kg or 25 μg/kg. In humans, the MTD was established to be 15 μg/kg – corresponding to a 3–5 molar increase in IL-12 compared with the MTD determined for untargeted IL-12.113,114 Still, the dose response was weak, with only three of 13 patients with malignant melanoma achieving tumor shrinkage and only one achieving a sustained partial response 17 months later.125

The serum half-life of BC1-IL12 was determined to be approximately 21.8 hours. Injection of 15 or 25 μg/kg correlated with a sharp increase in IFN-γ and IP10 (interferon gamma induced protein 10) plasma levels, indicative of the activation of cell-mediated immune responses. Additionally ADA (antidrug antibody) responses were seen in all patients. This had, however, no impact on the ability of BC1-IL12 to bind its target EDB, as assayed in vitro. The authors of the trial claim that there was no correlation between ADA titer and clinical response.125

Dose-limiting toxicities such as grade 3 and 4 fatigue, anemia, and elevated transamminase levels, indicative of severe liver damage, were observable above 15 μg/kg per week. Some grade 2 toxicities also appeared, such as pyrexia, fatigue, chills, headache, and vomiting.125 Overall, toxicities of the BC1-IL12 immunocytokine were lower than those reported for IL-12 alone, providing further evidence for a loss of biological activity of the payload upon antibody fusion.

TNF-based immunocytokines
TNF immunology
TNF-α was originally identified as a serum factor that caused necrosis of certain murine tumors in vivo.126 Human TNF is a pleiotropic homotrimeric cytokine that exerts its antitumor activity primarily by activating the endothelium and being toxic to neovasculature in tumors.127,128 Commercially available recombinant TNF (Beromun™) is applied clinically to reduce tumor size before surgery or therapeutically if the tumor is nonexcisable in patients with soft tissue sarcoma and melanoma. Its high associated toxicities prevent systemic administration at doses higher than 200 μg/m² (equivalent to approximately 4 μg/kg).129 Thus TNF has only been approved for application in isolated limb perfusion. In this setting, TNF has achieved complete responses (29%), partial responses (53%), and limb salvage (82%) in patients at doses of 4 mg administered by perfusion.130,131

L19-TNF (Fibromun)
L19-TNF is composed of the L19 antibody in scFv format fused to human TNF. In solution, the immunocytokine assembles into a functional noncovalent homotrimer, forming a trivalent antibody fusion protein.132

Preclinical observations and results
In preclinical evaluations, a variant of L19-TNF-containing murine TNF has been tested (L19-mTNF). L19-mTNF had greater toxic activity against EDB expressing mouse fibroblasts in vitro than TNF alone, and this activity could be competitively inhibited by addition of L19 antibody in excess. This is a strong argument in support of the ability...
of cytokines to exert their biological activity if delivered to the site of disease. Radiolabelled L19-mTNF also localized persistently at the tumor site, with 10% ID/g at 48 hours and a tumor to blood ratio of 700.\textsuperscript{132}

In three syngeneic murine tumor models L19-mTNF had potent antitumor activity in combination with melphalan and L19-IL2. Tumor-bearing mice had 95% necrotic tumors after a single dose (1 ng/kg) of immunocytokine administered intravenously. In addition, inhibition of tumor growth was fourfold higher in mice treated with L19-mTNF than in mice treated with TNF alone. Injection of L19-mTNF (0.7 μmol/kg) in combination with melphalan (4 mg/kg) and L19-IL2 (1 mg/kg) had a remarkable – albeit not curative – antitumor effect.\textsuperscript{132} The synergistic effect of melphalan with L19-mTNF can be explained by the vasoactive properties of TNF, which may allow higher melphalan accumulation in the tumor tissue.\textsuperscript{133}

A single systemic administration of L19-mTNF and melphalan resulted in a high rate of complete tumor eradication in two syngeneic tumor models using fibrosarcoma and colon carcinoma cell lines. In addition, mice cured of their tumors were resistant to tumor re-challenge, effectively rejecting implants of the same cell line and another histologically unrelated syngeneic tumor cell line.\textsuperscript{134}

**Clinical results**

L19-TNF is currently in Phase I/II clinical trials for systemic administration in sarcoma and for isolated limb perfusion (ILP) in melanoma. The variant of the immunocytokine used in patients contains human TNF.

L19-TNF was administered as ILP (dose up to 650 μg corresponding to 250 μg TNF) in combination with melphalan (10 mg/L limb volume) in patients with metastatic melanoma, leading to objective responses in the treated limbs but not the rest of the untreated body. Fifty percent of melanoma patients achieved a complete response, which was maintained for 12 months. This is remarkable, as this regimen replaces the standard high-dose regimen of 4000 μg untargeted TNF with 650 μg (6.25% of the TNF dose) targeted L19-TNF and achieved a comparable outcome while being well tolerated.\textsuperscript{135}

In the first in-man trial for the systemic application of L19-TNF, patients with various advanced solid tumors received immunocytokine doses up to 13 μg/kg as three intravenous injections in weekly cycles. While the MTD was not reached in this trial and no objective tumor responses were recorded, therapy achieved transient stable disease in 19 of 31 patients.\textsuperscript{136} In systemic application, the serum half-life of L19-TNF was 33.6 minutes, and the maximum peak serum concentration was 73–14 μg/L.\textsuperscript{136}

The toxicities associated with L19-TNF when administered as ILP consisted mainly of mild nausea and fever in very few patients only. In systemic intravenous application, toxicities associated with doses of up to 13 μg/kg were mild and transient, consisting mainly of mild chills, nausea, and vomiting but no hematological toxicities. The DLT was grade 3 lumbar pain in one patient. The MTD found in previous trials for administration of untargeted TNF via continuous intravenous injections was considerably lower (between 30 and 40 μg/m², corresponding to approximately 0.7–0.9 μg/kg) than the well tolerated L19-TNF dose (13 μg/kg, corresponding to 5 μg/kg TNF).\textsuperscript{137}

**Concluding remarks and outlook**

In this review, we have presented an overview of preclinical and clinical data related to immunocytokines which have been investigated in clinical trials for the treatment of various malignancies. From both preclinical and clinical observations, it is becoming evident that combination therapies involving immunocytokines have, as a rule, outperformed monotherapies as well as conventional chemotherapy, as measured by the rate of complete eradications of disease in the clinical setting. Additionally, combination of immunocytokines with antibody therapeutics was shown to potentiate ADCC by increasing infiltration of leukocytes into the tumor mass.\textsuperscript{138,139} The clinical potential of combining antibody–cytokine fusion proteins with other therapeutic agents is illustrated by the following examples:

1. Pretreatment with IL-2 or TNF-based immunocytokines has been used to increase vascular leakage and increase uptake of therapeutic agents at the tumor site.\textsuperscript{140,141}
2. hu14.18-IL2 in combination with fenretinide, a cytotoxic derivative of retinoic acid, has led to a >5 years complete response in a neuroblastoma patient.\textsuperscript{8}
3. F16-IL2 in combination with doxorubicin or paclitaxel is in Phase Ib clinical trials and has led to long-lasting disease stabilization.\textsuperscript{80}
4. L19-IL2 in combination with dacarbazone has led to objective partial responses in eight of 29 patients and to one complete response in metastatic melanoma. This therapy has now moved on to Phase II.\textsuperscript{84}
5. Combination studies with F8-IL2 or KS-IL2 (the F8 and KS antibodies are specific for extra-domain A of fibronectin and epithelial cell-adhesion molecule respectively) in combination with paclitaxel show better tumor accumulation and synergistic anticancer effect in murine tumor models.\textsuperscript{142,143}
6. F16-IL2 in combination with temozolomide achieved complete tumor eradication in a murine glioblastoma model.89
7. F8-IL2 potentiates the antitumor performance of the tyrosine kinase inhibitor sunitinib, leading to tumor growth retardation in a xenograft model.144
8. L19-IL2 in combination with rituximab has led to complete eradication of B-cell lymphoma xenografts.78
9. A bifunctional immunocytokine (KS-IL2/IL12) has synergistic and curative antitumor effect in a mouse tumor model.145
10. Combination of L19TNF with L19-IL2 or L19-IL12 achieved tumor eradication in immunocompetent mouse models and induced a vaccination effect.132,134,140,146

Despite seemingly antagonistic roles, cytokotic or cytostatic chemotherapeutic agents, radiotherapy, and immunostimulatory cytokines may be good combination partners. Firstly, the lack of toxic overlap translates into nonadditive MTDs, which in turn allows higher dosing. Secondly, compounds used in chemotherapy can directly or indirectly affect the immune system by altering antigen uptake, MHC expression, antigen cross-presentation, inhibiting regulatory T-cells, increasing vascular permeability or exposing previously inaccessible tumor antigens, and thus contribute to the antitumor effect of the immunocytokine.147 Preliminary radiation or immunoablation treatment can have a favorable impact on the outcome on therapy, because immunosuppressive cells are removed and the immune system can redevelop under the influence of endogenous IL-7 and IL-15.8,148 An example for this is the observation of increased tumor regressions and survival in mice after radiofrequency ablation and treatment with an IL-2 based immunocytokine.8

Some challenges still persist in the immunocytokine field. Preliminary clinical investigations, which are typically performed in late-stage refractory patients, often fail to detect potential antitumor effects, which may decrease the motivation to continue clinical studies in less pretreated patient populations. There is evidence that patients who have not responded to cancer vaccine treatment, may exhibit favorable, good responses to subsequent chemotherapy. A similar effect can be hypothesized for immunocytokines, possibly in relation to an induction and activation of antitumoral T-cells.97,149,150

Animal models of cancer may present a bottleneck for discovery. Syngeneic tumor models are genetically less variable than tumors found in humans. The alternative of using xenografts in nude or SCID mice injected with human leukocytes creates an even more artificial environment. Murine cytokines may act differently than their human homologues, and tumor growth rate in mice is faster than in humans. Despite promising results obtained in preclinical models and encouraging clinical data, much work is still needed to see whether immunocytokines may become standard therapeutic agents. Until now, clinical development activities have been facilitated by the ease of production and low doses per patient. In addition, fully human immunocytokines were not immunogenic in humans.83,136 The main challenge for the years to come relates to the possibility to induce objective and durable responses, which cannot be achieved with other therapeutic agents. In preclinical studies, immunocytokines often work best when combined with other drugs (eg, cytotoxic drugs or biological). The sequence dependence of the combination benefit is easy to demonstrate in mouse models of disease but much more cumbersome to investigate in clinical trials. Furthermore, dose-escalation studies may last several years if the initial dose is too low compared with the recommended dose. Improved procedures for the Phase I testing of immunocytokines (alone or in combination) will be crucially important to allow products to be investigated in those Phases (II and III), which provide more information about therapeutic activity and tolerability. Immunocytokines in clinical development have outperformed their untargeted cytokine counterparts in terms of antitumor effect, yet dose-limiting toxicities persist.

The history of anticancer therapeutic proteins is often marked by the introduction of agents into clinical practice, which are later improved by the clinical investigation of new combinations, new indications, or new regimens. The field of anticancer immunocytokines is still in its infancy, and for some of the most recent products, the recommended dose is not firmly established. Once a sufficient number of Phase II studies have been performed, with products used alone or in combination, the real clinical potential of this product class will become clearer. The fact that murine tumors, which cannot be cured by conventional chemotherapy, can be eradicated using immunocytokine-based approaches provides a strong motivation for continuing clinical developments in the field.
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